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Abstract 

In order to reduce energy consumption and the environmental impact of fossil fuel, a hybrid system which combines 
solar panel and wind turbine can assist to provide a reliable and fully customized power to operate street light. The 
system uses photovoltaic solar cells that directly convert solar energy into electrical energy, combined with a 
horizontal wind turbine generator which converts wind power into electrical energy. This electrical energy is stored 
in a battery. During day time electricity is generated using the solar panel, while the wind turbine is used to generate 
electricity in cloudy and rainy days, as well as at night. Solar and wind energy combine to provide enough energy to 
power the light system for 10-hours, without connected to the grid. The project aims to design a portable and low 
cost power system that combines both wind electric and solar electric technologies. This system will be designed in 
efforts to develop a power solution to minimize the cost of lighting the streets. For this reason, it is imperative to 
design a hybrid system that will deliver a minimum of 1 kWh of continuous power which is enough to power a wide 
range of appliances especially the lights of the streets. 
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2.0 Introduction 
Within the later times the base of nearly everything is the electrical energy. Fossil and atomic control plants are 
utilized for the most part to meet the show energy request. As the request of electrical energy has expanded 
universally, there’s a major risk of quick consumption of the fossil fuel saves to meet that request. Renewable 
energy is energy that's assembled from characteristic assets that are actually topped off as time goes on. A few 
illustrations incorporate daylight, wind, rain, tides, waves, and geothermal warm. Electrical energy can be created by 
numerous sorts of clean and renewable energy sources. A few illustrations incorporate sun oriented energy, wind 
energy, wave energy, hydroelectricity, biomass energy, energy from natural squander, tidal energy, and geothermal 
energy. All sources of renewable energy have natural benefits over utilizing of routine fossil powers. 

2.1 Hybrid Power Systems 

2.1.1 Solar energy 
Solar energy-based energy can be characterized as boundless, renewable and natural contamination free energy from 
the sun. The sun oriented framework has two sorts. To begin with framework changes over sun based energy to D.C 
control and the moment framework changes over sun based energy to warm. The daylight is changed over to D.C 
power with offer assistance of sun based cells. Semiconductor materials are utilized to create sun oriented cells in 
PV module and silicon is the foremost common fabric since it is fundamentally made from sand. The major sorts of 
photovoltaic frameworks are the off-grid (stand-alone). 
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2.1.2 Wind power 
Wind control is energy extricated from the wind and the wind is passing through a machine called windmill. Wind 
energy can create electrical energy by running a windmill, which in turn drives a generator to deliver power. The 
mechanical energy which is changed from the wind energy is changed over to electrical control with offer assistance 
of generator as appeared as shown in the figure1. 

 
Figure 1. Wind power 

 
The rotor and generator got to be bolstered by a solid tower. Light and solid rotors edges are favored in arrange to 
resist prolonged utilized in tall wind and to efficiently proficient. A wind turbine may be a machine utilized to 
change over the active energy in wind into mechanical energy. Agreeing to the hub around which the turbine turns, 
wind turbines have two sorts which are horizontal-axis turbines and vertical-axis turbines. The horizontal-axis 
turbines are more common to utilize. The framework that comprises of two or more energy sources for control 
generation called cross breed control framework. This complex framework requires the optimization of energy 
control and utilize of all sources in arrange to induce the most extreme proficiency on the conveyance of energy to 
the shopper units. A solar-wind half breed framework is an illustration of this framework and it is utilized to create 
power. Half breed frameworks that utilize renewable energy sources, such as sun powered and wind asset, may be 
attainable and an elective to supply power to farther or disconnected regions from the national network and offer 
assistance in lessening the utilize of fossil powers, reliance on exorbitant fuel, and decrease the emanation of nursery 
gasses . The hybrid power systems and its component are shown in the figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Hybrid power systems 

 
The horizontal axis wind turbine is the foremost common utilized sort of the wind turbine and has 
the capacity to create more power as much wind as conceivable. It fundamentally implies that the turning hub is 
parallel to the ground and the edges of the turbines are introduced in an opposite way to the rotating axis. 
The work of the wind turbine characterizes the number of the edges. The turbine which works in low speed has 
more edges that give a tall torque whereas the turbine which works in high speed has fewer blades that require a 
better beginning wind speed. The low speed turbine is appropriate to create control within the same condition 
of control since the rotor is much lighter. Figure 3 outline the parts of the horizontal wind turbine. 
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Figure 3. Parts of the horizontal wind turbine 

 
2.1.3 The Efficiency  
Wind turbine works by changing over the active energy of the wind to begin with into mechanical control and after 
that a generator changes over this mechanical control into power. At the point when arranging any wind 
turbine planning, it is basic to know the energy yield of the turbine and the anticipated control of the 
turbine. Typically known as the Betz Constrain and is the hypothetical most extraordinary control effectiveness of 
any wind turbine. The considering behind this productivity breaking point is that for a wind turbine to be 
100% productive it would to halt 100% of the wind- however at that point for a turbine to assemble 100% of the 
wind the swap area of the wind turbine would ought to be a strong disk and it would not turn and 
no active energy would be changed over. At the conclusion of the day, for a wind turbine is to the energy from the 
wind must scape when going through the edges. In any case, in this display reality application indeed the finest wind 
turbines will have a coefficient of control well the Betz Constrain with values of 0.35-0.45. The fortunate thing 
about having this limit is that it permits designers to acquire a quick estimate of how much power you should expect 
from a wind generator. For instance, accepting a power coefficient of 0.4 could get a quick estimate of how much 
power we should be producing at 4 m/sec wind on this outline. The experimented model is shown in the figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Experimented model 
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3.0 Results and Discussions 
3.1 Solar system 
In order to know the power output of our hybrid system, an experimental work for the solar system and the wind 
turbine system, it must to calculate tilt angle of the solar module is the latitude of Yanbu City in Saudi Arabia is 
24.0232°. The designed system that can have an angle is between 17° and 30°. The adjusted system to the maximum 
tilt angle is 30° to give the best performance. Since 1000 W/m2 was assumed for the incident radiation flux and 100 
w is the maximum power of the solar panel with 0.67938 m2 collected area is 14.72 %. The actual and ideal power 
output of both our system and the renewable energy building system are more efficient than the renewable energy 
building system and the total power output of our design during taking the readings is 320 watt that means even on 
cloudy day the solar panel is able to charge the battery. The results of the experimental work compared with the 
renewable energy in building on cloudy day are shown in figures 5 and 6. 
 

 
Figure 5. The results of experimented solar system on cloudy day 

 

 
Figure 6. The results of renewable energy building on cloudy day 

 
An experimented system is closely efficient comparing with the renewable energy in building system. The total 
power output of experimented system during taking the readings is 2.284 kW on sunny day which mean that the 
solar panel can charge the battery fully in three hours maximum. The actual and ideal power output of both 
experimented system and the renewable energy in building are shown in figures 7 and 8.  
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Figure 7. The results of experimented system on sunny day 

 

 
Figure 8. Renewable energy in building on sunny day 

 
3.2 Wind system 
The actual and ideal power output of both experimented system and the renewable energy in building are compared 
in figures 9 and 10. The curves of both systems are similar to each other and each curve is defined by an equation 
that can give the expected power from the receiving velocity. The total power output of our design during taking the 
readings is 250 watt that means the wind turbine can provide a sufficient power to charge the battery faster or to 
recharge it during the night in case of the shortage of the battery capacity.  

 

 
Figure 9. The results of experimented system 
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Figure 10. The results of renewable energy wind turbine system 

 
4.0 Conclusion 
Designing a portable power system that combines solar panel and wind turbine was the objective this project in one 
single unit. These systems combine together have the idea of archiving a constant power production which are 
available most of the time especially at night to operate the LED streetlight. The capability of power produced was 
1kwh a day. 
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